
KUWAIT: After the worst start to the year
since 1987, the dollar is finally making its
comeback. The greenback has been struggling
to gain ground despite the fact that the
Federal Reserve has been raising interest rates
and widening the interest rate differential with
other major economies. This was due to a
number of factors, not the least of which is the
current US pursuit of trade protectionism
under Donald Trump. Additionally, US offi-
cials’ talked down the US dollar at the begin-
ning of the year, adding further downward
pressure. Coupled with talks about other cen-
tral banks also looking to shift gears and end
their recession-era policies, the dollar was left
licking its wounds for the majority of the year
as investors priced in a higher risk premium.
Until last week.

The past week saw the dollar enjoy one of
its best performances since 2016, wiping away
most of its losses in 2018. Trade protectionism
fears have been calmed after widespread opti-
mism regarding an imminent NAFTA deal.
Furthermore, markets see a light at the end of
the tunnel in terms of tensions with China. US
Treasury Secretary Mnuchin will be visiting
China in an attempt to reach some sort of
understanding after recent escalation of a
trade war. Also a catalyst for dollar strength
was the US-10 year Treasury yield breaking
the 3 percent level for the first time since 2014.

Regarding the US economy, consumer confi-
dence levels increased in April while new home
sales increased more than expected. The data

signaled some strength in the economy despite
signs that growth slowed in the first quarter.
Meanwhile, house prices rose in February
which, coupled with strong consumer confi-
dence, should underpin consumer spending.

In the commodities market, oil prices were
kept afloat as doubts over Iran’s supply
increased after Trump threatened new sanc-
tions on Iran. Trump also threatened to with-
draw from the international nuclear deal with
Iran, calling it “ridiculous” and “insane” and
saying “it should have never, ever been made”.
During the week, Brent Crude prices reached
$75 for the first time since 2014 as the OPEC
supply cut continued. Meanwhile, gold dipped
to a 6-week low as the dollar jumped and 10Y
Treasury yields broke the three percent level
for the first time since 2014.

UK and Europe
The Euro fell to a low of 1.2053 against the

dollar last week, a level not seen since January
of this year. One might think this was due to a
dovish ECB, which held rates at their meeting
on Thursday. However, that was not the case.
ECB President Mario Draghi hailed “solid”
euro zone growth, while at the same time
acknowledging a slow-down in the Eurozone
economy. The ECB was not overly concerned
by the recent moderation in growth, and
described the eurozone economy as still
experiencing a solid and broad based expan-
sion. The ECB also continued to see the risks
to their growth outlook as broadly balanced,

although understandably expressed more
concern over downside risks posed by the
recent shift to more protectionist trade poli-
cies. The dip in the Euro after the press con-
ference was mainly due to dollar strength
rather than Euro weakness, as a roaring dollar
marched on towards an outstanding weekly
performance.

Meanwhile in the UK, the sterling pound
recorded a second week of losses after official
data showed economic growth slumped in
early 2018, prompting investors to scale back
their bets that interest rates will rise in May.
The yield on two-year gilts, which are highly
sensitive to rate expectations, fell by more
than seven basis points to as low as 0.794
percent, the lowest level since March 16. The
last time the two-year gilt yield fell that much
in one day was Nov. 2, when the Bank of
England raised rates for the first time in more
than 10 years but said it expected only “very
gradual” increases as Brexit approached. The
growth data indicated that Britain’s economy
grew at its weakest pace since the fourth
quarter of 2012, expanding by just 0.1 percent
in the first quarter of 2018. The pound ended
up falling 240 points during the past week
alone, ending it at a level of 1.3778.

Asia
During its meeting on Friday, Japan’s cen-

tral bank continued holding its rates. This time
however, the bank abandoned the timeline it
had set for hitting its inflation target in a sur-

prise move analysts say is aimed at keeping
market expectations for more stimulus in
check. Bank of Japan Governor Kuroda noted
the omission of a target timeframe was aimed
at preventing markets from betting on addi-
tional easing each time the BOJ pushed back
the timing for hitting its price goal. Kuroda
added that “while there’s no change to our
commitment to achieve our price goal at the
earliest date possible, there’s considerable

uncertainty on the outlook”. The Japanese yen
lost ground to the US dollar, as the latter
attempted to erase all losses incurred in 2018.
The USD/JPY pair rose 141 points during the
week, breaking the 109.00 level for the first
time since February.

Kuwait
USDKWD opened at 0.30080 yesterday

morning. 
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Dollar makes a comeback amid 
higher yields and lower tensions

Doubts over Iran supply keep oil prices afloat

Poland looks 
east to plug 
manpower gap
WARSAW: From behind the wheel of his new
Mercedes, a Polish entrepreneur eyes the bus
in front of him. It features an ad from an
employment agency boasting “Builders,
welders: workers from Ukraine and
Bangladesh”. Speaking of the Warsaw logis-
tics company he manages, the entrepreneur
tells AFP: “Right now we mostly take on
Ukrainians and some Belarussians.”

“We practically no longer have Poles.
They’re all working in Germany or Britain,” he
said on condition of anonymity.
Demographers believe the situation will only
get worse, posing a threat to Poland’s continu-
ous streak of economic growth since the fall
of communism in 1989.  

The current child-rearing generation is
having only half the number of children than
those born in the post-WWII baby boom.
Combined with the exodus of skilled workers
to Western Europe, where salaries are higher,
the result is that a labor shortage looms.
According to official forecasts, by 2030 one in
five jobs will be vacant.  Poland’s economy will
need 20 million workers at a time when the
working age population will be down to 16
million people.

The agricultural sector, at least, is not short
on workers, who work on millions of small
farms and are more numerous than their
French or German counterparts. But shifting
some of those workers away to other sectors
will not be enough to solve the manpower
problem elsewhere.  Nor can the hole be
plugged by hiring the jobless-the unemploy-
ment rate was 6.6 percent last month. And
encouraging older workers to stay on past
retirement age won’t be a solution for all jobs. 

Seeking construction workers 
In the construction sector, the deficit is

already at 100,000 people, according to the
deputy president of Poland’s union of con-
struction employers, Rafal Baldys Rembowski. 

The country’s biggest construction firm
Budimex, which is controlled by Spain’s
Ferrovial, is on the hunt for 1,000 extra work-
ers, according to spokesman Krzysztof Koziol.

“We’re seeing a labor shortage in our
company, but the same goes for our subcon-
tractors, who are also complaining,” he told
AFP. “Sometimes they offer to provide us with
construction equipment but then add that
they don’t have anyone to drive it,” he added. 

“We’re short on practically all workers:
masons, carpenters, concrete mixers, plaster-
ers, pavers, drivers, machine operators. Too
few foremen and engineers too.”

Despite recent legislation requiring shops
to close on Sundays, large supermarket chains
like French giants Auchan and Carrefour have
not had to fire staff.  “We actually have a hard
time recruiting people,” said one supermarket
official who preferred to remain anonymous.  

Poland, which closed its doors to refugees
for security reasons, must rethink its immigra-
tion policy, according to Development
Minister Jerzy Kwiecinski.  “Our economy
already needs foreign workers and in the
future we’ll need more and more,” he told
reporters last month. He spoke after the gov-
ernment announced plans to adapt Poland’s
migration policy to job market needs by
favoring the entry of workers in sectors where
there are vacancies.

Banking on foreigners 
The plan is also to dissuade Poles from

moving abroad for work, and encouraging
those already gone to return home-and bring
their businesses along with them. The govern-
ment also wants to make it easier for foreign-
ers to come to Poland to study subjects cru-
cial to the economy. 

Other government plans include expanding
Polish language instruction for foreigners and
simplifying formalities.  Even without the
planned incentives, Poland has been attracting
workers from abroad for years.  Mainly
Ukrainians, they often come without work
permits or visas which, given the laws in place,
makes it necessary for them to return home
every three months before crossing back into
Poland three months later. 

Those who work off the books also risk a
fine. The central bank estimates that one mil-
lion Ukrainians currently work in  Poland, and
expects that figure could rise by nearly a third
in the coming years. That dwarfs the 235,000
foreigners who received official work permits
last year. “We Ukrainians come to Poland to
make money. That’s the only reason,” said
Maria Andreikiv, a pensioner who cleans
houses in Warsaw. “My monthly pension in
Ukraine is 1,370 hryvnias (43 euros, $52).
Here, I’ll make that in a day. And prices in
Ukraine aren’t that much different from those
in Poland,” she said. — AFP

WARSAW: People wait at the regional department of foreigners’ affairs where foreigners can get
work and residency permits in central Warsaw. To keep its economy growing, Poland is banking on
workers from abroad. — AFP

NAMPULA, Mozambique: Armendo Joaquim Balanca, a cashew nuts farmer shows off his tree and
plants in Nampula, Mozambique. — AFP

NAMPULA, Mozambique: Mozambique is
going nuts about cashews, and they’re boost-
ing the economy’s health. The country’s
cashew nut industry, one of the world’s
biggest, was dealt a body blow first by the
1977-1992 civil war and then by a controver-
sial World Bank assistance package. Now, the
government is looking to help the curved,
nutrient-packed nut to recover its past glory.
In Nampula, in the country’s north, the end of
cashew nut season sees a processing factory
burst into activity. Dozens of workers labor
under a scorching hot roof, baked by the
sweltering heat as they separate nut from shell
with a stamp of the foot.

Condor Nuts, where they work, is one
business that has seized on the support
offered by the government having opened a
plant in a suburb of Nampula in the heart of
cashew country 10 years ago.

Condor boss Americo Matos told AFP that
he was just getting started. “At the moment,
we process 8,000 tons of nuts every year,” he
said. “Our goal is to quickly grow that to
10,000 tons a year and then, with our second
factory, the company targets an overall
capacity of 20,000 tons per year.” In
Condor’s warehouses, sacks brimming with
nuts are piled several feet high. Hundreds of
workers-as many as 1,000 at peak times-are
on hand to cut, open and peel the harvest,
often by hand. For working five or six hour
days in noisy conditions, the workers are paid
45 euros ($55) a month, barely more than the
minimum wage. “Demand is very strong. We
manage to sell everything we produce, the
future is bright,” Matos said.

Europe’s hungry for cashews 
Business is also booming for Armendo

Joaquim Balanca, whose 140 cashew trees
produced two tons of nuts last year. “That
brought in 140,000 meticals (1,850 euros,
$2,288),” he said. “I invested half and used the
rest to pay medical costs and the children’s
school fees.” Buoyed by his success, he now
plans to plant 500 new trees. Since 2010,
cashew consumption has surged in Europe,
where the nuts have gained in popularity pri-
marily because of their health benefits.

Almost three million tons are harvested
worldwide every year with Ivory Coast’s crop
leading the way with an annual production of
725,000 tons, followed by India and Vietnam.

With output of just 140,000 tons every year,
Mozambique lags behind the top three pro-
ducers but is closing the gap-and has big
ambitions. “The productivity of the cashew
trees is increasing and our plans are, in the
near future, to reach the historic level of
200,000 tons of nuts a year,” said Prime
Minister Carlos Agostinho do Rosario.

That symbolic figure was reached in the
1970s-the golden age of cashew farming-but
the civil war brought the sector to its knees.
When peace returned, the World Bank
imposed a neoliberal economic recovery
strategy that shook the sector. Experts forced
the government to end a tax which had funded
development of the industry locally, convinced
that the export of raw nuts would be more
profitable for producers. 

‘A good opportunity’ 
The impact was devastating: 10,000 facto-

ry jobs were lost while the income of more
than a million farmers went into freefall. “The
goal of the World Bank was to ensure that the
prices were at a level high enough to be sus-
tainable,” said the current head of the World
Bank’s Mozambique office Mark Lundell.
“There were difficulties in implementing the
project,” he admitted. “Our focus has always
been on trying to support the industry.”

Cashew nuts are now one of the crops
fuelling growth in the agricultural
sector.Today, almost half of the raw products
are now processed locally. “Without local
industry, the producers would not have been
unleashed,” said  the government’s cashew
industry promoter Jaime Chissico. “We
process far more locally than our African
rivals and, with the increasing demand for
processed products, we are in a good posi-
tion.” And while competition is fierce with
India and Vietnam, Mozambique is holding its
own and attracting international investors. Jan
Le Grange, the South African owner of 1,300
hectares (3,200 acres) near  Namialo to the
east of Nampula, initially grew soya.  

But an overly dry year followed by a sea-
son of excessive rain forced him to rethink his
plans. “I decided to go for cashew trees,” he
said, citing stable global demand and resilient
prices. Le Grange just planted 30,000
cashew trees, a number he soon hopes to
triple. “It is a good opportunity. I’m very
optimistic,” he said. — AFP

Mozambique cracks open its
cashews to boost the economy

Long battle to 
stop companies 
bribing Africa 
for contracts
PARIS: A spectacular probe into French tycoon
Vincent Bollore over suspected graft in Africa
marks a rare exception among corporate titans
doing business south of the Sahara. Bollore-
charged on Wednesday over contracts to oper-
ate ports in Guinea and Togo-is by far the most
prominent business leader to be investigated in
France for suspicious activities in Africa.

Campaigners have hailed the development
as a break from decades of judicial indiffer-
ence or nods and winks from the government
over dubious deals in the former French
colonies. The investigation stems largely from
laws that are less than 18 months old. The so-
called Sapin II Law, passed in December
2016, compels French firms to take preventive

steps against graft. It also beefs up measures
dating back to 2000 that enable punishment
of corrupt practices used to win public con-
tracts abroad.

Under Sapin II, “corruption is punishable in
all circumstances and in any place, even it is a
crime committed abroad”, said Thierry Dal
Farra, director of the public business law
department in UGGC Avocats, a large Paris-
based firm of attorneys. The tougher legislation
came after years of criticism by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and specialized NGOs
which accused France of turning a blind eye to
corporate corruption abroad. The Bollore
probe breaks new ground in France-but the
United States already goes much further. Its
prosecutors are empowered to pursue non-
American companies for economic crimes
committed outside US soil-such cases often
culminate in hefty fines.

Competition without ethics   
If France is a European example of tighter

regulation, ferocious competition from China-
the main trading partner of the African conti-

nent-is deemed a hurdle to abolishing bad
practices. “Emerging nations that will take
decades to incorporate ethical concerns into
their search for market share” are a major
obstacle, said William Bourbon, head of an
anti-corruption association called Sherpa.
“The most stereotypical are the Chinese, who
intimidate the entire world and who, when it
comes to corruption in Africa, act with com-
plete impunity,” he said. Already losing ground,
French companies in Africa face seeing their
share of contracts threatened by potentially
unfair competition. 

“We would really like everybody to play by
the same ground rules. We need competitors
who are subject to the same requirements,
shared regulations and reciprocity,” said a
spokesman for MEDEF, France’s principal
employers’ organization.

Last week, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) announced the adoption of new guidelines
providing for more systematic assessment of
corruption in its 189 members, stressing that bad
practice undermines growth, investment and tax
revenue. Many African countries are only too
well adapted to underhand deals. — AFP


